IT 3100: Systems Design and Administration I

Fall 2016 Readings

Recommended in class

- The GNU Manifesto

DNS

- Beginner DNS by ICANN
- DNS Explained by Verisign

JOE’s class notes

- Aug 22 Computer System Slides
- Aug 24 User Admin Slides
- Aug 31 DNS Slides
- Sep 7 DNS Master Configuration
- Sep 7 DNS Slave Configuration
- Sep 7 DNS Registrar Configuration
- Sep 7 DNS Troubleshooting Slides
- Sep 9 Basic SMTP Slides
- Sep 9 Basic SMTP Installation
- Sep 14 SMTP Troubleshooting Slides
- Sep 14 DNS Caching Lookup Server Slides
- Sep 14 DNS Caching Lookup Server Configuration
- Sep 14 Partition Configuration
- Sep 14 DNS Client Configuration
- Sep 16 HTTP Slides
- Sep 16 HTTP Configuration
- Sep 19 Process Management
- Sep 19 Cron Configuration
- Sep 21 Memory Management
- Sep 21 Disk Management

Old notes

- Notes from 2015